
Leather Collars
For the discerning dog & cat lover
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Dog Collars - Classic Collars

Narrow lined collar

The narrow leather-lined collar comes in two widths with the
top leather either 19mm (25mm including the lining) or
16mm (22 mm incl the lining) wide.

Choose your own colour combination from our standard
colours and add a name to your collar.

The lining is slightly wider than the top leather, creating a
strong contrast.

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie
Matching leash
Solid brass hardware

Size 1 - R640.00
Size 2 - R680.00
Size 3 - R720.00
Size 4 - R760.00
Size 5 - R800.00
Size 6 - R840.00
Size 7 - R900.00
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Dog Collars - Classic Collars

Lined collar

Classic and elegant leather-lined collar. The width of the top
band of leather is 25mm (30mm incl the lining) or 32mm
(38mm incl lining).

Choose your own colour combination and add a name to your
collar.

The lining is slightly wider than the top leather, creating a
strong contrast.

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie
Matching leash
Solid brass hardware

Size 3 - R780.00
Size 4 - R820.00
Size 5 - R860.00
Size 6 - R900.00
Size 7 - R940.00
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Dog Collars - Classic Collars

Double-layered collar with D-ring - 19mm

The collar is made of a double layer of leather with stitching
detail, available in various colours.

It features a D-ring in the back for easy attachment of a lead.

A small tag ring is fitted at the buckle. (The tag is not
included and only for illustration.)

An extra keeper is provided to keep the extension neatly in
place.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

Optional extras:
Matching leash
Bowtie

Size 1 - R540.00
Size 2 - R580.00
Size 3 - R620.00
Size 4 - R660.00
Size 5 - R700.00
Size 6 - R740.00
Size 7 - R780.00
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Dog Collars - Classic Collars

Double-layered collar with D-ring - 25mm

The collar is made of a double layer of leather with stitching
detail.

It features a D-ring in the back for easy attachment of a lead.

A small tag ring is fitted at the buckle. (The tag is not
included and only for illustration.)

An extra keeper is provided to keep the extension neatly in
place.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

Optional extras:
Matching leash
Bowtie

Size 3 - R660.00
Size 4 - R700.00
Size 5 - R740.00
Size 6 - R780.00
Size 7 - R820.00
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Dog Collars - Classic Collars

Double-layered collar with D-ring - 32mm

The collar is made of a double layer of leather with stitching
detail - 32mm wide.

It features a D-ring in the back for easy attachment of a lead.

A small tag ring is fitted at the buckle (The tag is not included
and only for illustration).

An extra keeper is provided to keep the extension neatly in
place.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

Optional extras:
Matching leash
Bowtie

Size 4 - R720.00
Size 5 - R760.00
Size 6 - R800.00
Size 7 - R840.00
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Dog Collars - AirTag Collars

AirTag collar for dogs

Track your dog with our AirTag collar. The Air Tag slides
easily and securely into the pocket which is secured with
stitching and a heavy-duty press stud.

Double-layered leather provides extra strength. The collar
tapers from 25mm at the back to 19mm at the buckle and is
recommended for small to medium sized dogs.

Airtag is not included.

Optional extras:
Matching leash

Size 1 - R630.00
Size 2 - R630.00
Size 3 - R670.00
Size 4 - R710.00
Size 5 - R750.00
Size 6 - R790.00
Size 7 - R830.00
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Dog Collars - AirTag Collars

AirTag collar for dogs - Extra wide

Track your dog with our AirTag collar. The Air Tag slides
easily and securely into the pocket which is secured with
stitching and a heavy-duty press stud.

Double-layered, extra-wide leather provides extra strength
and control. Studs and a lining are added for extra style.

If you would like to omit either the studs or lining, just leave
a note when checking out.

Width: 32mm

Airtag is not included.

Optional extras:
Matching leash

Size 1 - R820.00
Size 2 - R820.00
Size 3 - R860.00
Size 4 - R900.00
Size 5 - R940.00
Size 6 - R980.00
Size 7 - R1020.00
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Dog Collars - AirTag Collars

AirTag collar for dogs - 25mm

Track your dog with our AirTag collar. The Air Tag slides
easily and securely into the pocket which is secured with
stitching and a heavy-duty press stud.

Double-layered leather provides extra strength. The collar is
25mm wide and recommended for larger dogs.

Laser engraved personalisation is included.

Airtag is not included.

Optional extras:
Matching leash
Bowtie

Size 1 - R670.00
Size 2 - R670.00
Size 3 - R710.00
Size 4 - R750.00
Size 5 - R790.00
Size 6 - R830.00
Size 7 - R870.00
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Dog Collars - Greyhound Collars

Greyhound collar - Lined

Lined and stitched collar, 4cm wide at the widest point and
1.6cm in front for smaller dogs and 19mm for larger dogs.
The collar can be made wider or narrower if required.

The lining is padded nappa leather.

Optional extras:
Brass hardware
Studs
Matching leash
Matching leather tassle (Clip on)

Size 1 - R740.00
Size 2 - R780.00
Size 3 - R820.00
Size 4 - R860.00
Size 5 - R900.00
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Dog Collars - Greyhound Collars

Greyhound collar - Double-layered

Double-layered collar, 4cm wide at the widest point and
1.6cm in front for smaller dogs and 19mm for larger dogs. It
can be made wider or narrower if required.

The collar comes standard with silver hardware. The brass
hardware in the pictures was a custom version.

Optional extras:
Brass hardware
Matching leather tassle (Clip on)

Size 1 - R640.00
Size 2 - R680.00
Size 3 - R720.00
Size 4 - R760.00
Size 5 - R800.00
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Dog Collars - Martingale Collars

Adjustable martingale collar

Adjustable martingale /half-check collar in double-layered
leather with stitching detail.

The chain assembly is premium quality stainless steel and
comes in three sizes.

Small - Collar sizes 2 and 3. Collar width 2cm
Medium - Collar sizes 4 and 5. Collar width 2,5cm
Large - Collar sizes 6 and 7. Collar width 2,5cm

Optional extras (Invoiced separately)
Matching lead
Lining
Studs

Size 2 - R610.00
Size 3 - R650.00
Size 4 - R690.00
Size 5 - R730.00
Size 6 - R780.00
Size 7 - R820.00
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Dog Collars - Martingale Collars

Martingale show collar

Martingale /half-check collar in rolled leather.

This collar is not adjustable and designed for adult dogs. It
will be ideal as a show collar.

The chain assembly is premium quality stainless steel and
comes in three sizes.

Small - Collar sizes 2 and 3. D-ring width 2cm.
Medium - Collar sizes 4 and 5. D-ring width 2,5cm.
Large - Collar sizes 6 and 7. D-ring width 2,5cm.

Size 2 - R620.00
Size 3 - R660.00
Size 4 - R700.00
Size 5 - R740.00
Size 6 - R780.00
Size 7 - R820.00
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Dog Collars - Martingale Collars

Martingale-style greyhound collar

Lined martingale-style collar, 4cm wide at the widest point
and 1.9cm in front for larger dogs and 1.6 cm for smaller
dogs. The collar can be made wider or narrower if required.

Ideal for greyhounds, whippets, saluki's or any sighthound.

The lining is padded nappa leather.

Size 1 - R640.00
Size 2 - R680.00
Size 3 - R720.00
Size 4 - R760.00
Size 5 - R800.00
Size 6 - R840.00
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Dog Collars - Martingale Collars

Martingale-style collar 32mm

The martingale-style collar, is thoughtfully designed to
provide enhanced control during your dog's walk, even when
opting for a collar over a harness.

It effortlessly slips over your dog's head and remains
comfortably snug at its loosest setting. However, when your
dog pulls during the walk, it gently tightens, offering you
better control and ensuring a secure and comfortable
experience.

The collar is 32mm wide. The collar is easily customisable by
adding a lining or omitting the studs.

Size 4 - R820.00
Size 5 - R860.00
Size 6 - R900.00
Size 7 - R940.00
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Puppy/Miniature Dog Collars

Slim profile diamante leather collar

Are you a lover of bling - then this collar is for you! Extra
large diamanté are used on a narrow leather band with
stitched trim.

This is like jewellery for dogs and will look great on all breeds,
from miniature dogs and puppies to giant breeds.

Collar width - 12mm

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie
Matching leash

Size 1 - R450.00
Size 2 - R490.00
Size 3 - R530.00
Size 4 - R570.00
Size 5 - R610.00
Size 6 - R650.00
Size 7 - R690.00
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Puppy/Miniature Dog Collars

Puppy or miniature dog collar

12mm Wide leather collar made with a thin leather and lined
with nappa leather. The overall width including the lining is
16mm. This collar is ideal for teacup size dogs and comes in a
variety of colours.

Add a name and number to your collar.

Optional Extras
Matching bowtie
Matching leash

Size 1 - R450.00
Size 2 - R490.00
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Puppy/Miniature Dog Collars

Leather collar with hearts

Collar with heart detail. Available in a variety of colours.

At only 15mm wide, the collar is perfect for puppies or
miniature dogs, but there is no reason why a big dog can not
wear it as jewellery!

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie
Friendship bracelet
Matching leash

Size 1 - R450.00
Size 2 - R490.00
Size 3 - R530.00
Size 4 - R570.00
Size 5 - R610.00
Size 6 - R650.00
Size 7 - R690.00
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Dog Collars - Rolled Leather Collars

Slim profile rolled leather collar - nappa

Rolled leather collars are classic and elegant and especially
ideal for long-hair breeds as it prevents matting of their coat,
but they look great on all dogs!

Made with calf or cow nappa leather (thin leather) wrapped
around a cord, it has a slim profile with an overall diameter of
10mm. The ends in front are 15mm wide.

The collar comes standard with brass hardware, but silver is
also available - just add a note when checking out.

The nappa/calf leather is suitable for smaller breeds. We have
a similar collar in thicker leather for bigger dogs.

Optional extras:
Matching bowtie

Size 1 - R560.00
Size 2 - R600.00
Size 3 - R640.00
Size 4 - R680.00
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Dog Collars - Rolled Leather Collars

Flat rolled leather collar

Elegant and strong flat rolled leather collar with minimal
stitching detail.

Consisting of 3 layers of folded leather, resulting in a strong
collar. With limited exposed edges, it is guaranteed to look
good for very long!

It is 25mm wide and looks great on both medium and large
dogs.

Personalisation is limited to a name on the leather keeper.
Please leave a note when checking out.

Size 3 - R620.00
Size 4 - R660.00
Size 5 - R700.00
Size 6 - R740.00
Size 7 - R780.00
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Dog Collars - Rolled Leather Collars

Chunky rolled leather collar

Chunky rolled leather collar wrapped around a 12mm cord:
Overall diameter, including the leather is 16mm.

The ends in front are respectively 25mm wide.

This is a classic and elegant collar that will look good on
medium to large dogs. Available in all our standard colours.

Optional extras:
Matching leash
Matching leather bowtie
Brass hardware

Size 4 - R760.00
Size 5 - R800.00
Size 6 - R840.00
Size 7 - R880.00
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Dog Collars - Rolled Leather Collars

Slim profile rolled leather collar

Rolled leather collars are classic and elegant and especially
ideal for long-hair breeds as it prevents matting, but they
look great on all dogs!

Made with thick leather, it has a slim profile with an overall
diameter of 10mm. The ends in front are 15mm wide.

The collar comes standard with silver hardware.

Suitable for medium to large breeds. We have a similar collar
in thinner leather for small dogs.

Optional extras:
Matching bowtie
Matching leash

Size 1 - R640.00
Size 2 - R640.00
Size 3 - R640.00
Size 4 - R680.00
Size 5 - R720.00
Size 6 - R760.00
Size 7 - R800.00
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Dog Collars - Studded Leather Collars

Bold leather studded collar

A stylish and bold collar for large and giant breeds, it is
50mm wide and a double layer of thick leather is combined
with a luxurious padded leather lining.

The collar width reduces to 32mm at the buckle and a D-ring
is provided at the back for easy attachment of a lead. A small
tag ring is provided at the buckle.

Flat round studs are used in the standard version, which can
be replaced with spikes as an optional extra.

Available in our standard colours. The collar comes standard
with silver hardware.

Optional extras:
Solid brass hardware
Matching leash
Spikes

Size 4 - R1030.00
Size 5 - R1080.00
Size 6 - R1130.00
Size 7 - R1180.00
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Dog Collars - Studded Leather Collars

Studded collar - 32mm

Make a style statement with this double-layered studded
leather collar. Cone and domed studs with no sharp edges are
used.

It features a D-ring at the back for easy attachment of a
leash. A small tag ring is fitted at the buckle. (The tag is not
included and can be ordered seperately.)

An extra keeper keeps the extension neatly in place.

Size 4 - R820.00
Size 5 - R860.00
Size 6 - R900.00
Size 7 - R940.00
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Dog Collars - Studded Leather Collars

Studded collar - 25mm

Stylish studded collar suitable for most breed sizes. It is
double-layered leather with rounded cone studs.

It features a D-ring at the back for easy attachment of a
leash. A small tag ring is fitted at the buckle. (The tag is not
included and can be ordered seperately.)

An extra keeper keeps the extension neatly in place.

Optional extras:
Matching lead
Bowtie

Size 3 - R740.00
Size 4 - R780.00
Size 5 - R820.00
Size 6 - R860.00
Size 7 - R900.00
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Dog Collars - Studded Leather Collars

Studded collar - 19mm

Stylish studded collar for smaller breeds made of double-
layered leather with small dome studs.

It features a D-ring in the back for easy attachment of a
leash. A small tag ring is fitted at the buckle. (The tag is not
included and can be ordered seperately.)

An extra keeper keeps the extension neatly in place.

Size 1 - R620.00
Size 2 - R660.00
Size 3 - R700.00
Size 4 - R740.00
Size 5 - R780.00
Size 6 - R820.00
Size 7 - R860.00
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Cat Collars

Cat collar with O-ring - Narrow

The O-ring collar is designed to release upon applying
tension. The collar can either release completely or partially
to prevent losing the collar, while still keeping your cat safe.

A ball stud is used to adjust the collar. It has an adjustability
range of 2cm. The collar is 10mm wide, excluding the lining.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

To view a video explaining how the collar works, follow the
link. O-ring cat collar

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie

Size 1 - R380.00
Size 2 - R390.00
Size 3 - R400.00
Size 4 - R410.00
Size 5 - R420.00
Size 6 - R430.00
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Cat Collars

Nappa leather cat collar

Soft and luxurious nappa leather collar, 10mm wide, with
safety breakaway buckle and detachable bell.

The collar is personalised with a laser engraved name and
number.

Optional extras
Matching leather bowtie

Size 1 - R330.00
Size 2 - R340.00
Size 3 - R350.00
Size 4 - R360.00
Size 5 - R370.00
Size 6 - R380.00
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Cat Collars

Cat collar with O-ring

The O-ring collar is designed to release upon applying
tension. The collar can either release completely or partially
to prevent loosing the collar, while still keeping your cat safe.

A ball stud is used to adjust the collar. It has an adjustability
range of 2cm. The collar is 12mm wide, excluding the lining.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

To view a video explaining how it works, follow the link. O-
ring cat collar

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie
Charms

Size 1 - R400.00
Size 2 - R410.00
Size 3 - R420.00
Size 4 - R430.00
Size 5 - R440.00
Size 6 - R450.00
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Cat Collars

Leather cat collar

For cat lovers who prefer a conventional collar without a
breakaway buckle we have the 12mm wide collar made of
thin leather with a standard buckle and detachable bell.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie (Check out our combo specials)

Combo including bowtie

Size 1 - R330.00
Size 2 - R340.00
Size 3 - R350.00
Size 4 - R360.00
Size 5 - R370.00
Size 6 - R380.00
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Cat Collars

Lined leather cat collar

10mm Wide collar with luxurious nappa lining, safety
breakaway buckle and detachable bell.

Available in a variety of colour combinations.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number,
either stamped or laser engraved.

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie (Check out our combo specials)

Combo including bowtie

Size 1 - R400.00
Size 2 - R410.00
Size 3 - R420.00
Size 4 - R430.00
Size 5 - R440.00
Size 6 - R450.00
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Cat Collars

Thin leather cat collar

10mm Wide collar made with single layer of thin leather. The
collar comes with a safety release buckle and detachable bell.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

Optional extras:
Matching leather bowtie (Check out our combo specials)

Combo including bowtie

Size 1 - R330.00
Size 2 - R340.00
Size 3 - R350.00
Size 4 - R360.00
Size 5 - R370.00
Size 6 - R380.00
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Cat Collars - AirTag Collars

Smart tag 2 collar for cats

Track your cat with this collar designed to hold the Samsung
Smart Tag 2. The tag slides easily and securely into the
pocket, which is secured with a ball stud.

The collar is fitted with a safety breakaway buckle and
detachable bell.

Available in a variety of colours.

The tag is not included.

Size 2 - R550.00
Size 3 - R560.00
Size 4 - R570.00
Size 5 - R570.00
Size 6 - R570.00
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Cat Collars - AirTag Collars

AirTag collar for cats

Track your cat with our AirTag collar for cats. The Air Tag
slides easily and securely into the pocket which is secured
with a heavy-duty press stud.

The collar is fitted with a safety breakaway buckle and
detachable bell.

We can also fit a normal buckle if preferred (just leave a note
when checking out).

Available in a variety of colours.

AirTag is not included.

Size 2 - R570.00
Size 3 - R580.00
Size 4 - R590.00
Size 5 - R590.00
Size 6 - R590.00
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Cat Collars - AirTag Collars

AirTag collar for cats - slim profile

Track your cat with our AirTag collar for cats. The Air Tag
slides easily and securely into the pocket which is secured
with a ball stud.

The collar is fitted with a safety breakaway buckle and
detachable bell, but can also be made with a normal buckle if
preferred (just leave a note when checking out).

Available in a variety of colours.

AirTag is not included.

Size 2 - R550.00
Size 3 - R560.00
Size 4 - R570.00
Size 5 - R570.00
Size 6 - R570.00
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Cat Collars - Combo

Thin leather collar with bowtie

10mm Wide collar made with single layer of leather with a
matching mini bowtie - size 3.5 x 7cm. The collar comes with
a breakaway buckle and detachable bell.

Add a name and number to the collar.

Available in a variety of colours.

Bowties are detachable and fitted to the collar by means of a
leather band with a press stud.

Size 1 - R500.00
Size 2 - R510.00
Size 3 - R520.00
Size 4 - R530.00
Size 5 - R540.00
Size 6 - R550.00
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Cat Collars - Combo

Lined collar with bowtie

10mm Wide collar with luxurious nappa lining, safety
breakaway buckle and detachable bell.

Matching mini bowtie size 3.5 x 7cm.

Available in a variety of colours.

The collar can be personalised with a name and number.

Bowties are detachable and fitted to the collar by means of a
leather band and press stud.

Size 1 - R595.00
Size 2 - R600.00
Size 3 - R610.00
Size 4 - R620.00
Size 5 - R630.00
Size 6 - R640.00
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Cat Collars - Combo

Lined collar with O-ring and bowtie

The O-ring collar is 10mm wide with the lining extending
slightly. It is designed to release upon applying tension. The
collar can either be released completely or partially to prevent
losing the collar while still keeping your cat safe.

A ball stud is used to adjust the collar. It has an adjustability
range of 2cm.

The collar can be personalized with a name and number.

A matching mini bowtie, size 3.5 x 7cm, is included.

To view a video explaining how the collar works, follow the
link. O-ring cat collar

Size 1 - R595.00
Size 2 - R600.00
Size 3 - R610.00
Size 4 - R620.00
Size 5 - R630.00
Size 6 - R640.00
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Cat Harness

Leather cat harness

Fully adjustable stylish leather harness that is also
comfortable and secure and easy to use with one-click fitting.

The thin leather is lightweight and will quickly mould to the
cat's body shape for a super comfortable fit. Designed with
escape artists in mind, no kitty will escape from here.

Best used with a retractable leash.

Size 1 - R650.00
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Accessories - Favourite Breeds

Favourite Breed keyring

A fun and stylish keyring featuring your favourite dog or cat
breed. The graphic is laser engraved onto the leather.

The collection of breeds is still growing and if your favourite
breed is not listed, let us know to add it!

Natural or tan leather is used on the front and the colour of
your choice on the back.

Diameter is 4.5cm

Size 1 - R185.00
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Accessories - Favourite Breeds

Favourite Breed bowl

Ideal for keeping your knick-knacks, this stylish valet bowl
comes with a laser engraved picture of your favourite dog or
cat breed. The collection of breeds is still growing and if your
favourite breed is not listed, let us know to add it!

Natural leather is used on the inside and the colour of your
choice on the outside.

Internal dimensions are 10 x 10cm

Size 1 - R350.00
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Accessories - Bowties

Nappa leather bowtie

Luxurious nappa leather bowtie.

All bowties are detachable and fitted to the collar by means of
a leather band and press stud.

Small - 3.5 x 7cm 1 - R295.00
Medium - 4.5 x 9cm 2 - R325.00
Large - 6 x 11.5cm 3 - R345.00
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Accessories - Bowties

Leather bowtie

The bowtie is made of a single layer of leather with rounded
corners.

All bowties are detachable and fitted to the collar by means of
a leather band and press stud.

Small - 3.5 x 7cm 1 - R275.00
Medium - 4.5 x 9cm 2 - R295.00
Large - 6 x 11.5cm 3 - R320.00
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Accessories - Friendship Bracelet

Friendship bracelet

Creating a bracelet to match a collar is a fun way to express
your love and bond with your dog or cat.

Shown in the pictures are bracelets with heart detailing that
are 15mm wide.

Bracelets can be made narrower like the example with
crystals which is 10mm wide.

Available in a choice of colours. A ball stud is used as closure.

Size 1 - 17cm wrist
Size 2 - 18cm wrist
Size 3 - 19cm wrist

Size 1 - R280.00
Size 2 - R300.00
Size 3 - R320.00
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Accessories - Tassels

Leather tassel

Detachable tassle in nappa leather, 8cm long with gold trim.

The tassle can also be made with silver or just leather trim.

Traditionally tassles are used with greyhound collars, but they
look great on any collar for special occasions!

Size 1 - R295.00
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Dog Leads

Ultimate rope leash - Small

This yachting rope leash is the ultimate leash in terms of
comfort, style, and durability. Crafted with yachting rope and
leather trim, it will become your go-to accessory for dog
walks.

The leather-covered handle, designed for a gentle touch on
your hands, provides a secure grip.

The leash is 1.4m long. The leather trim is available in all our
standard colors to match your collar.

The rope is available in black (8mm diameter).

Recommended for small to medium dogs.

1.4m - R1175.00
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Dog Leads

Ultimate rope leash

This yachting rope leash is the ultimate leash in terms of
comfort, style, and durability. Crafted with yachting rope and
leather trim, it will become your go-to accessory for dog
walks.

The leather-covered handle, designed for a gentle touch on
your hands, provides a secure grip.

The leash is made as available in 1.2 or 1.4m lenghts. The
leather trim is available in all our standard colors to match
your collar.

The rope is currently available in black (12mm diameter) and
red (10mm diameter).

Recommended for medium to large dogs.

Optional extras:
Solid brass hardware

1.2m - R1275.00
1.5m - R1325.00
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Dog Leads

Training leash

The short training leash has a comfortable rolled leather
handle that is gentle to your hands. It can be used as a
training or traffic leash, clipped directly to the collar, or
combine it with the leash extension as a removable handle to
function as a normal leash.

The standard leash comes with chrome hardware.

Optional extras:
Solid brass hardware
Training leash extension

R720.00
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Dog Leads

Training leash extension

The training leash extension clips onto the training leash
(optional extra) to function as a normal lead. The extension is
made of double-layered leather.

There are two options available, an overall lenght of the
extension plus training leash of 1.2m or 1.5m.

1.4m - R780.00
1.5m - R1080.00
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Dog Harness

Leather harness - Small

Developed for smaller dogs, the harness straps have a slim
profile. They are double-layered with joints facing outwards to
create a smooth and level surface against the skin.

It is a step-in harness, adjusted with a buckle and a d-ring is
used for attachment to a leash. An extra d-ring in front can
be used for a tag or to attach a charm.

Size 1 (Chest 35cm to 40cm) - R740.00
Size 2 (Chest 40cm to 45cm) - R790.00
Size 3 (Chest 50cm to 55cm) - R840.00
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1 21cm to 26cm Yorkie, Chihuahua, Italian Greyhound

2 27cm to 32cm

3 33cm to 38cm

4 39cm to 46cm

5 47cm to 54cm

6 55cm to 62cm

7 63cm to 70cm

Cocker Spaniel, Jack Russell, Pug,

Boston Terrier, Miniature Dachshund

Beagle, Frenchie, Corgi

Bull Terrier, Malinois, Pointer,

Staffordshire Terrier

German Shephard, Labrador, Golden

Retriever, Dalmation

Rottweiler, Great Dane,

American Bully

Boerboel, Bull Mastiff

Size Neck size Breed

size chart - dogs
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Measuring your dog's neck size

The dog must be in a relaxed, standing

position.

Use a flexible tape measure to measure

the neck size where the collar will

sit. A good position is normally in the

middle and not the base of the neck.

The ,

don't allow extra space.

tape measure must fit snugly

We will align the neck measurement

with the middle of five holes, which

means you will have 2 adjustment

holes on each side, ensuring a

comfortable fit. If your dog is still

growing, leave a note and we'll align

the neck measurement with the

smallest setting - you can add a note

when checking out.

Aligning the neck size with

collar size

We close the collar on the middle hole

and make sure the inside measurement

is the same as the neck size.

How to measure

Neck measurement

Snug fit, do not allow extra space
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The tape measure must fit snugly.

Harnesses are adjustable so do not allow

extra space.

Measuring your dog's  or cat’s

chest

The dog or cat must be in a relaxed,

standing position. Use a flexible tape

measure to measure the girth around her

chest just behind the front legs and across

the shoulder blades.

How to measure

Dog chest measurement

Snug fit, do not allow extra space

A

B

C

A

A- Cat chest measurement

- Cat body lenght

- Neck size

B

C
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custom collars

1. Choose the type of collar

2. Choose the width of the collar

4. Choose leather colours

3. Choose extras and accessories

Black Choc Brown Tan Red

Leather

Colours

Black Choc Brown Tan Red

Lining

Colours

Turquoise Cerise Teal

Accessories include bowties or a matching leash.

Extras include adding a lining, studs or solid brass hardware.

Greyhound collars are tapered: Width at the widest point is usually 4cm, 6cm or 8cm

Standard widths are 16mm, 19mm, 25mm and 32mm.

Classic

collar

Martingale
collar

Greyhound
collar collar

AirTag Rolled leather

collar
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